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Abstract
Deriving from a comprehensive postdoctoral study, this article aims at presenting the evolution of future tense forms in French from the perspective of the re-grammaticalization process, understood as re-organisation of the grammatical system of a language (v. Andersen, 2006; Lindschouw, 2011). In very general lines, this process may be described as follows: in time, canonical future forms, originally representing outcomes of previous ‘grammaticalization’ processes (i.e. transition from lexical to grammatical), eventually show a poly-functional morpho-syntactic and semantic behaviour, actualising more than one grammatical value. Such a situation will imply the selection of new constituents in the canonical future paradigm and will inevitably result in: (i) a competition between canonical forms and the newly created ones; (ii) a desemantization and specialization of canonical forms in a certain informational segment, and (iii) the (total or partial) grammaticalization of the concurrent periphrastic forms. We shall thus see that the synthetic future form in French underwent a semantic-functional reduction in terms of actualisation of temporal [prospective], which is mostly due to the “intervention” and grammaticalization of the itive periphrasis aller + infinitive on the same conceptual area; in current spoken language, this periphrasis has become the most frequent form to express [future]. An even stronger reduction in the number of occurrences is seen in terms of purely modal uses, in spoken language, as native speakers again prefer a periphrastic structure, i.e. devoir$^{\text{epistemic}}$ + infinitive.

1. Introduction

1.1. Grammaticalization and re-grammaticalization
Any linguistic system is constantly subject to change, and future (hereinafter: FUT) tense verb paradigms in Romance languages have also undergone various semantic and syntactic changes since they became established in the language, up to our days, sometimes even resulting in reorganisations of paradigm or in the creation of new types of oppositions at a system level.

This constant change affecting various forms that have already achieved grammatical status at a system level reopens the discussion on grammaticalization or, at least, on the traditional conceptualisation of this linguistic phenomenon (see Meillet, 1912, p. 130–148 or Lehmann, 1985, p. 303–318).

Seen in the classical canon, grammaticalization is the process of transition from lexical to grammatical, i.e., the process through with a semantically, lexically and syntactically independent item progressively loses its original meaning. Through its frequent use in certain less and less diverse syntactic patterns, this lexeme ends by becoming syntactically dependent. The absence of its own lexical meaning, its functionally dependent behaviour, corroborated with its formal erosion, all this range of irreversible (i.e. unidirectional) processes transform the original lexical item into a grammatical morpheme.
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Recent studies (see Andersen, 2001; 2006, p. 231–258 or Lindschouw, 2011, p. 57–63; 2013, p. 93–95) have shown that the extremely generous landscape of grammaticalization includes a wide range of linguistic processes such as re-grammaticalization or re-analysis, which have been recently defined and disambiguated. For instance, Andersen (2006, p. 231–258) considers grammaticalization as including a range of other secondary processes, referred to as grammaticalizations gramman(s) and re-grammaticalizations régramman(s). By grammaticalizations, the Danish scholar means “[...] un changement de contenu, au moyen duquel une catégorie qui n’a pas un contenu grammatical l’obtient” (Lindschouw, 2011, p. 59), while re-grammaticalization is a re-organisation of a grammatical and functional content within a grammatical system or, as posited by Lindschouw (2011, p. 60), “une réorganisation à l’intérieur d’un paradigme clos [s.n.] qui présuppose un changement de la relation entre la forme et le contenu accompagné d’au moins une réduction paradigmatique”.

The distinction between grammaticalization and re-grammaticalization is clearly shown in the fut paradigm of contemporary French, where the analytical fut form (aller chanter) is now undergoing full grammaticalization, while the synthetic form (chanterai) “est grammaticalisée depuis des temps immémoriaux” (Lindschouw, 2011, p. 57, note 4). However, according to the wider meaning recently assigned to the grammaticalization (now seen in extenso, as a re-organisation of grammatical systems), the synthetic fut form in contemporary French is undergoing grammaticalization (or, more accurately, re-grammaticalization), “[...] dans la mesure où son domaine d’emploi se restreint à l’intérieur du système du futur, alors que le futur analytique ouvre le sien” (Lindschouw, 2011, p. 57, note 4).

Besides, in his study on the evolution of the fut system in French, Lindschouw (2011, p. 60–63) also synthesizes the possible phases a re-grammaticalization process can undergo, as follows:

- **paradigmatic reduction** or **paradigmaticity** (also see Lehmann, 1985), referring to a cancellation of oppositions between the constituents of a paradigm. This process results from the gradual reduction of the possibility to alternate the concerned items and results in their obligativity and syntagmatic specialisation;
- **de-semanticization** of the semantic and functional content of the concerned paradigm;
- **re-analysis**, a comprehension strategy applied by the speaker, of an abstract cognitive nature, usually preceding the grammaticalization or re-grammaticalization process, and which primarily acts at the content level and then at a morphosyntactic structure level.

All these phases describing the re-grammaticalization or grammaticalization process in extenso may be synthesized as follows:

“[...] une forme A qui subira ultérieurement un processus de grammaticalisation, ou de régrammaticisation dans notre cas, existe dans la langue pour traduire une valeur déterminée. Ensuite, une nouvelle forme B, concurrente de A, entre dans la langue, ce qui crée une ambiguïté référentielle entre la forme A et B. Enfin, la forme A se perd (ou souvent se (ré)grammaticalise), et seule la forme B est capable d’exprimer la valeur réservée autrefois à la forme A” (Lindschouw, 2011, p. 63).

1.2. The re-grammaticalization of the synthetic future in French – introductory elements

In the following, we shall attempt at following the re-grammaticalization process of the synthetic fut in French. As shown above, this process has taken place (or is still taking place) in relation with other members of the fut paradigm, mostly periphrastic, analytic structures, more or less grammaticalized. In very general lines, it may be described as follows: synthetic fut forms originally are outcomes of previous grammaticalization processes (transition from lexical to grammatical) and, to a lesser extent, of re-grammaticalization processes, as long as pre-Romance forms (i.e. forms deriving from the structure cantare habeo) had already acquired a certain functional status within the original grammatical system (Latin, in our case). In time, these grammatical items end having a polyfunctional morphosyntactic
and semantic behaviour, actualising several grammatical values, which will result in the selection of new members in the fut paradigm of French. This will inevitably result in:

(i) a competition between the canonical fut form and newly created forms;
(ii) de-semantization and specialization of the canonical form for a certain informative segment, and
(iii) (total or partial) grammaticalization of periphrastic forms.

Even if they do not approach the evolution of Romance fut forms from the extended perspective of grammaticalization, various scientific studies focusing on typology (see Fleischman, 1982; Bybee et al., 1994; Barcelo, 2007, p. 47–62) suggest a cyclic evolution generally followed by the constituents of the concerned paradigm, which actually translates the transition from temporality to modality. Actually, a certain pattern of evolution of verbal morphemes actualizing [posteriority to T₀], can be configured, as synthesized in the definition below:

“[…] o construcție, la origine modală, asociază la un moment dat mai mult de o valență temporală —[posterioritatea față de t₀], care, ulterior, devine trăsătura sa definitorie. După ce începe să fie utilizată exclusiv cu valoare de viitor, o astfel de construcție începe să dezvolte anumite semnificații modale, care, la rindul lor, pot să se impună în detrimentul valorii temporale” (Corcheș & Roman, 2011, p. 313).

2. French synthetic future and its competition with various periphrastic structures

In this section, we shall see closely following Lindschouw’s study (2011, p. 51–63)—that the French synthetic fut lost many of the specific meanings of prospective reference, which was mostly due to the “intervention” and grammaticalization of the itive periphrasis aller + infinitive on the same conceptual area.

However, before presenting this evolution, two general comments are needed:

(i) The grammaticalization of structures initially created with movement verbs, such as: aller, venir, etc. is not specific to French, but is also seen in other areas of Romania, in Spanish, Portuguese, Catalan and, to some extent, in Italian¹. Studies of linguistic typologies (see, inter alia, Bybee et al., 1994) have analysed in detail the evolution of these verbal lexemes with the original meaning [+movement] towards temporal morphemes (i.e. auxiliary verbs), through their association with an infinitive or a gerund or even, but more seldom, a past participle.

(ii) Due to the semantic and functional reduction undergone by the synthetic fut form in terms of actualisation of temporal [prospective], several linguists (see Harris, 1978; Bybee et al., 1994; Fleishman, 1982) came to consider that, in the current state of French, this verbal morpheme prevalently operates in the modal area and less in the temporal one. However, on the one hand, the synchronic analysis we have developed in various papers (see Popescu, 2013, 2016) on the values of fut in contemporary French and, on the other hand, the investigation proposed by Wales (2007, p. 1–14) on the dynamics and frequency of the various types of occurrence of this paradigm in spoken language show that: pursuant to the re-grammaticalization process, the canonical fut form in French does not disappear completely; on the contrary, it keeps most of its uses that are still anchored in the field of expression of [temporality]. Moreover, in the oral code of this linguistic system, the synthetic fut is very seldom used with modal values, which are actually either temporal-modal, or attenuative and, very rarely, epistemic, where fut is frequently replaced by the modal periphrasis.

¹In French, Spanish and Portuguese, synthetic fut with a purely temporal value is challenged by certain periphrastic structures formed with the auxiliary “go” in present tense, followed by the infinitive of the lexical verb: (Fr.) aller + infinitive; (Sp.) ir + a + infinitive; (Port.) ir + infinitive. In Italian, an equivalent structure to the above mentioned ones is andare a + infinitive, as well as the progressive, non-itive form, stare per + infinitive.
devoir\textsubscript{epistemic} + infinitive, or by the present tense accompanied by the modalizing adverbs probablement, sans doute, peut-être. In conclusion, what we think should be retained for our approach is that, in French, the canonical FUT form keeps operating frequently in temporal occurrences, that it has lost—admittedly—a large number of them (which is mostly visible in the oral code) due to the competition with the periphrastic structure aller + infinitive, which has become the primary way to express [future] in contemporary spoken language. However, the most significant loss experienced by the synthetic FUT form should be signalled in terms of modal uses, where, in spoken language as well, native speakers prefer another periphrastic structure, i.e., devoir\textsubscript{epistemic} + infinitive.

In the following, we shall briefly see how this diachronic change took place, which is, in our opinion, a process of re-grammaticalization (not yet completed), since it entails various semantic and functional changes and, thus, a re-organisation of the FUT paradigm in this language.

2.1. The –rai form vs the itive periphrasis aller + infinitive

The predecessor of the –rai form of modern French is attested (as an already merged form) in the very first written text in this language, i.e., Les Serments de Strasbourg (year 842 A.D.). At that time, as a single form of the FUT paradigm, the concerned verbal morpheme, described by Moignet (1959, p. 289) as “un futur comportant une dose d'hypothèse, si petite qu'on la fasse […], frequently appears with temporal value [see infra, (1a,b) or (6)], as well as with various temporal and modal nuances, as a substitute of the –roie form in expressing an attenuated statement (2), and very rarely with a modal epistemic value [such cases are found in interrogative and exclamative structures that contribute to triggering a strong modal nuance of the entire statement—e.g., an expression of a discussion on a [probability], related to [present–future]—see infra, example (3)].

(1) a. Ilz mangeront maint bon morseau // Les enffans, quant je seray vieuls (Villon, Le lais Villon et les poèmes variés, 23, 2160, apud Lindschouw, 2011, p. 74) [synthetic FUT with temporal value, detached from the [present] of Sit\textsubscript{0}].
   b. A present je ne parleray principalement que du tiers mirouer de humaine creature, et de la belle ynaige de la benoite Trinite (Gerson, Sermon pour la fête de la sainte trinité, 155, 2057, year 1402, apud Lindschouw, 2011, p. 74) [synthetic FUT with temporal value, related to Sit\textsubscript{0}].

(2) C'iert granz damages, s'il est deserites (Cor. Lo., 1410, apud Moignet, 1976, p. 289) [synthetic FUT with attenuative value in the apodosis of a conditional system].
   «Ce serait un grand domage, si...».

(3) a. Ferai le pendre ou se l'ardrai ? (Thèbes 8208, apud Moignet, 1976, p. 289)
   c. Deux! Que ferai? Por coi viv tant? (Erec 4617, apud Moignet, 1976, p. 289) [synthetic FUT in interrogative structures, with a dubitative value, expressing <probable potential> with reference to [present–future]].

In other words, in the Old and Middle French, the predecessor of the –rai form expresses [prospective] both with reference to T\textsubscript{0} (hence, operating deictically), and independently from this enunciative parameter. We should state that, in the first case, the distance between the location of the event situated in the [future] and the moment of the communication situation is not, for the studied age, a relevant feature in organising the means of expressing [prospective]:

“Il est fort probable que pour un locuteur du moyen français, le futur synthétique exprimait une postériorité par rapport au moment de l'énonciation, peu importe la distance temporelle entre le moment de l'énonciation et le moment de l'événement exprimé par le verbe” (Lindschouw, 2011, p. 74).
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The periphrastic FUT form appears in texts as of the 14th century, hence containing a verb of movement and the infinitive of a lexical verb. The contexts favouring the grammaticalization of this itive periphrasis as a temporal morpheme are thought to be the ones where the *purpose of movement* was actualised, thereafter re-analysed by the speakers in favor of a temporal interpretation. It should be said that *aller* + infinitive is not the only periphrasis appearing in the field of expression of [prospective] in Old French. Actually, unlike the modern language, Old French and especially Middle French have an entire range of periphrastic structure for expressing [prospective], strongly marked from an aspectual point of view and which, inserted in various combinations of phrase structures (both paratactic and hypotactic), exclude the process from contemporaneity and provide it with a slight modal, virtual, frequently retrospective nuance.

For instance, *devoir*, *cuidier* or *vouloir*, followed by the infinitive of the lexical verb, form periphrases (frequently found in Middle Ages texts), cumulatively rendering a prospective event, frequently marked by the following semes: [+imminence] [+failure].

(4) *Et quant ilz s’en furent allez, le roy cuydoit dormir, mais il ne pouvoit, si veilla toute la nyet* (Jehan, 22, 1, 26, *apud* Martin, 1971, p. 174).

«Et quand ils s’en furent allés, le roi aurait voulu s’endormir, mais il n’aurait pas pu si (…)».


«Le soir vint, le soleil allait se coucher».


«Blessé par une lance rigide bien fourbie, il allait tomber du cheval arabe quand un bourgeois le prit entre ses bras».

The same interpretation is assigned to much more expressive contexts with the periphrasis including a present participle (the –ant form)—indicating a process about to be undertaken—and the verb *ester* (frequently conjugated in the future tense) [cf. Romanian – see Popescu, 2017]:


«Louis ne leur viendra pas en aide».


«Au-delà de ce jour nous ne serons plus en vie».

However, going back to *aller* + infinitive, it should be said that it begins to be frequently found in texts as of the 15th century. Like the synthetic FUT form, the analytical one is found both with temporal values, related to Sit0 [see examples (9) and (10)], and with temporal and modal, frequently deontic, values.

(9) *Lors embrasse cellui qui lui rapporte // Et va passer trois fois devant la porte // Pour veoir la preuve, […]* (Chartier, *Le débat des deux fortunes d’amour*, 163, *apud* Lindschouw, 2011, p. 75) [periphrastic FUT used in a 1412 text, with a generic temporal value, not related to Sit0].

(10) *Sathan : Alons, Belzebuth, mauduit dyable, // Et portarons l’arme en enfer, Belzebuth : Mes griffes sont toutes de fer // De quoi je la vays accrocher* (Anonyme, *La passion d’Auvergne*, 112, *apud* Lindschouw, 2011, p. 75) [periphrastic FUT used in a 1477 text, with a temporal value depending on the situational context described by Sit0].

However, in terms of distribution of the occurrences of the two paradigms in the 15th century, the situation is as follows (*apud* Lindschouw, 2011, p. 73): in more than half of the occurrences (about 89.5%), the canonical form is used with a purely temporal value, in 7.5% of the cases it appears with a temporal modal value, and only 2% of all the uses are purely modal. The analytic form *aller* + infinitive is instead prevalently

---

2This use disappeared in literary French as of the 16th century. However, *vouloir* + infinitive appears in various varieties of French, as equivalent to an indicative FUT (see Ménard, 1976, p. 133).
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(99.5%) found in temporal occurrences, with a minimal number (0.5%) being affected by a slight modal nuance. What is interesting, related to the fundamental value held by this structure in contemporary language, is that, among temporal occurrences, aller + infinitive frequently appears not directly related to Sit0 [as supra, example (10)], but with a generic temporal value, as previously seen in (9). This means—in Lindschouw’s statistics (2011, p. 72)—a ratio of 1 (i.e., 2%) to 5 (i.e., 10.5%). However, it should be underlined that, among all temporal occurrences of the concerned periphrasis in 15th century texts, the highest number—which is again surprising!—is found in historical contexts, where it reaches a percentage of 82.5% [see example (11)] of the total of 99.5%:

(11) Quant vint le dimanche à matin et jour qu’il trespassa, fist appeler devant lui tous ses barons, prêler, son conseil et chancelier; adonc va parler devant ezulz mout piteuses paroles, si que tous les contreigni à lermes (Ch. de Pizan, Le livre des fais et bonnes meurs du sage roy Charles V, 185, 2255, year 1404, apud Lindschouw, 2011, p. 75).

(12) Sur ces propos, feirent leur accord, et, en regardant le lieu le plus propre pour faire ceste belle œuvre, elle va dire qu’elle n’en scavorit point de meilleure ne plus loing de tout soupson, que une petite maison qui estoit dedans le parc, où il y avoit chambre et lict tout à propos. Le gentil homme, qui n’eust trouvé nul lieu mauvais, se contenta de cestuy-là (M. de Navarre, L’Heptaméron, 1550, apud Bres & Labeau, 2013, p. 296).

This type of uses of the itive periphrasis is worth of an extended discussion, as long as they, apparently, reappeared (see Lindschouw, 2011, p. 76; Bres & Labeau, 2013) in contemporary French as well [see infra, example (13)]:


Sporadically attested from the 12th century (the first uses are seen in Orson de Beauvais and, subsequently, in the 13th century, in Le Roman de la Rose), such occurrences are thought to originate in Old Gascon (see Lindschouw, 2011, p. 76), even though similar structures have been seen in Old Occitan, in Old Castilian or Old Portuguese (see Bres & Labeau, 2013, p. 299), while the equivalent structure in contemporary Catalan, vaig cantar, has been grammaticalized as a neutral form of actualisation of [past]. This type of historical narrative use of the periphrasis aller + infinitive will decrease as of the 16th century and will disappear in the 18th century, to reappear—as shown by certain French linguists (such as Bres & Labeau, 2013, p. 295–322)—in contemporary French. Bres & Labeau (2013), describing the general operating mechanisms of the discussed periphrasis in narrative contexts as follows:

“[...] the aller auxiliary in the present signifies a prospective orientation towards the initial boundary of the event expressed by the following infinitive that is ASPECTUALLY understood as having reached its final boundary. At a TEXTUAL level, that process introduces a new reference point in the diegesis and contributes to the progression of the narration. At a CONTEXTUAL level, i.e. at the level of linguistic context, it refers to an event located before the moment of narration—that is to say in the past. It works ANAPHORICALLY and not deictically: the prospective movement originates in the situation that precedes it rather than in the moment of speech” (Bres & Labeau, 2013, p. 297).
emphasize that there is a major difference between old and contemporary occurrences. Indeed, in both periods, the concerned periphrasis with a preterite value can be replaced by a form of present tense—which cannot happen when it has a fut value—and never accepts the insertion of the modalizing adverb probablement “probably”, but it is compatible with it when expressing [prospective], both generic or related to $\text{Sit}_0$. The difference between the Middle French use and the current discursive pattern refers to the possibility of dependence and/or contextual coordination related to a present tense (or even related to a different form of fut), which is only valid for the contemporary state of operation. The consideration of this distinctive factor makes Bres & Labeau (2013) consider that, actually, the old structure disappeared as of the 18th century, and contemporary equivalent occurrences are new discursive structures (timidly re-arising as of the 17th century), determined by the prospective attributes of this itive periphrasis. Unlike Middle Ages use, frequent in narrative or written academic texts, modern use is very seldom seen in writing, especially in narrative fiction, as well as in interactive oral narration. However, modern occurrences are more numerous in the media or scientific discourse (see Bres & Labeau, 2013, p. 319). The appearance of this new use of the prospective structure aller + infinitive in contemporary French can be explained as follows:

“En effet, sur la base de son interprétation future, va + inf. permet l’organisation de la narration, annonçant les faits suivants par un procès hyperonymique. La périphrase s’approche ainsi d’une valeur narrative en projetant le temps des événements sur celui de la narration. Avec la disparition de tous les marqueurs déictiques, les périphrases en aller cessent d’agir comme hypéronymes : elles apparaissent sur la même ligne temporelle que les situations voisines et s’interprètent comme actualisant des procès complètement réalisés” (Bres & Labeau, 2013, p. 321).

Without going into further detail, we should underline, conclusively for our approach, that this type of narrative use of the itive structure aller + infinitive (seen globally—from the Middle French to our days) again proves that:

(i) in such (narrative) occurrences, the involved prospective verbal morphemes (be it the canonical fut form or even certain periphrases) are not completely synonymous with the past forms they can be replaced with, but they work as markers (of various grades) of illocutionary force. This is perhaps the reason for which Wilmet (1970, p. 188) considers that this use of actualisation of future in the past is “impure”;

(ii) seen from the perspective of the classical and extended theory of grammaticalization, the diachronic itinerary of aller + infinitive shows that (1) the same structure can be grammaticalized differently and even completely opposite from one linguistic to another (cf. Catalan), respectively that (2) the same already grammaticalized item may develop similar discursive meanings in various periods of its “life”, given the existence of a fundamental/essential semic/componential feature in its sememe.

Going back to the general discussion on the re-grammaticalization process of canonical fut, we remind that the disappearance of the narrative occurrences of aller + infinitive in French primarily coincides with the specialisation of canonical fut in the actualisation of [prospective] detached from the allocentric universe, i.e. as a prospective temporal morpheme focusing rather on the action/event expressed by the verb (actually, the moment of the event) than the communication situation. Conversely, it should be emphasized that, by losing its high number of narrative occurrences, the analytical fut form has reinforced:

“[…] son statut comme forme temporelle ‘authentique’, de par sa capacité à marquer un rapport avec le moment de l’énonciation, cette valeur étant passée de 2,0 % au 15e siècle à 90,5 % au 18e siècle. Ce contenu s’observe dans un vaste éventail de genres textuels (c.-à-d. textes argumentatifs et littéraires, discours direct et pièces de théâtre en vers et en prose), ce qui peut être interprété comme un témoignage du fait qu’il appartient à toute la réalité langagière” (Lindschouw, 2011, p. 83).
In this context, it should be reiterated that this discursive variety and this high number of occurrences of the periphrastic structure mostly appear in the written code, where this verbal morpheme is mostly associated with the actualisation of a future generic action, i.e. not related to $\text{Sit}_0$. All this descriptive landscape actually shows that the analytical fut form has extended its scope of use: even though the original value, i.e. of expressing a prospective action related to $\text{Sit}_0$ (hence, the actualisation of an immediate/close fut) has decreased in terms of occurrences, it is mostly maintained in written language. Besides this value, aller + infinitive has extended, especially in the oral code, in the area of operation once exclusively reserved to the synthetic form, i.e. the actualisation of a generic fut, not related to $\text{Sit}_0$.

“Toutefois, il serait faux d'affirmer que ce tiroir verbal [le futur] a subi un processus de désémantisation, puisque, en dépit des réductions qu’il a connues, il constitue toujours un système temporel bipartite quoique dans une moindre mesure qu’à l’origine. Il n’a pas subi un processus d ’obligatorification’ ou de spécialisation de son emploi, et par là une réduction paradigmatique” (Lindschouw, 2011, p. 89).

However, it would be premature to say that the canonical fut form in French has undergone and completed the re-grammaticalization process, since the two verbal paradigms are still alternative in certain contexts (cf. infra, examples (14a) and (14b); for more details, see Costâchéscu, 2013, p. 167–172):

(14) a. Jean se mariera l’an prochain.
   b. Jean va se marier l’an prochain (apud Helland, 1995, p. 5).

2.2. The –rai form vs the modal periphrasis devoir + infinitive

As for modal uses of the canonical fut form—a value we have seen has not developed from the temporal use, but has coexisted with it from the old age of French—in contemporary language, such occurrences are low compared to other Romance systems (e.g. Italian or Romanian), but high compared to other phases of evolution. For this statement to be valid, the types of modal uses of the fut have to be differentiated into epistemic uses and other types of uses, i.e. attenuative and deontic. In this methodological framework, it should be said that, in the Old and the Middle French, the number of attenuative and jussive occurrences is high indeed, unlike the number of epistemic uses which are rare and reserved—as seen above—only for interrogative and exclamatory phrases where the [dubitative probability] value is triggered not by the fut verbal morpheme, but by the entire enunciative structure. However, it is seen that, at these times, the fut in such epistemic phrases is combined with a much wider and varied range of verbs compared to contemporary French (where it appears restricted to être and avoir) and has a syntactic and semantic behaviour similar to the present of conditional [cf. (15a) and (15b)]:

(15) a. – Regardez quel fut vosstre entraige

Thus, only seen as a whole, all these occurrences of the fut (generally referred to as “modal”: deontic, attenuative and epistemic) may be considered prevalent in contemporary language and this mostly refers to written language.

In spoken language, however, the attenuative fut is frequently replaced by the conditional, and the epistemic fut either appears in a complementary distribution (depending on the type of phrase) with the –roie form, or is replaced by the modal periphrasis devoir$\text{epistemic}$ + infinitive, representing the favourite expression form (see Wales, 2007; Gobert & Maisier, 1995, p. 1003–1014) for the actualisation of [epistemic probability] related to [present–future], as well as [past].
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This latter periphrasis, *devoir* + infinitive—attested with an epistemic value quite early, around 1100—, is not inherited from Latin, as *debere* only had the meaning of “obligation” or “necessity”. The epistemic meaning [see example (17)] is posterior to such phases and is also experienced by the equivalent Italian form.

(16) *Li soens orgoilz le devreit bien confondre* (La chanson de Roland, versul 389, *apud* TLF, quoted by Rossari et al., 2007, p. 11).
«Mais ceux qui l'ont sottement laissée partir doivent sans doute être fort ennuyés».

Scientific literature includes two positions regarding the grammaticalization of the successors of *debere* as marks of epistemic modality: either the epistemic value derives from the deontic, “obligation” one, as supported by Bybee et al. (1994), or we are dealing with a transition from alethic to epistemic, as suggested by Kronning (1990, p. 301–312) (also see Bourova, 2005, p. 310–312). Anyway, the number of modal occurrences with the value of “obligation” or “necessity” is strictly superior to the epistemic uses in the Old and the Middle French, compared to what happens in the actuality, where—as seen by Rossari et al. (2007, p. 11)—the proportion is inverse. This statistics firstly shows that the epistemic reading triggered by this periphrastic structure is certainly subsequent to the one of “obligation” or “necessity”.

3. Some conclusions

As for the evolution of the canonical *fut* form in French, it is certain that it is undergoing a full re-grammaticalization process, since:

- in terms of temporal occurrences, the competition with the itive (grammaticalized) periphrasis *aller* + infinitive results not only in a decreased frequency of use, especially in spoken language, but also in a reconfiguration of the two paradigms in terms of reference to *Sit₀*. The synthetic form still actualises generic [prospective], but also loses in number of uses, while the analytical structure is gaining field in marking a *fut* with no reference to *Sit₀*, and without using its essential value of marking an immediate/close [future] either. An immediate consequence of the attempt to detach from the reference to the situation of communication and generic marking of the prospective temporal reference is the possible use (mainly in the oral code) of this periphrastic structure in epistemic-evidential contexts, such as:

(18) *On a sonné à la porte. Ça va encore être les témoins de Jéhovah.*

- in terms of epistemic modal occurrences, the synthetic *fut* no longer appears in dubitative and interrogative structures as in the Middle French and only combines with *être* and *avoir* and the assertive type of phrase, actually resulting in almost fixed structures for marking [epistemic probability]. In this cognitive area, the synthetic *fut* is strongly challenged by the modal periphrasis (not fully grammaticalized yet) *devoir* + infinitive and by conditional forms. The complementary distribution with this latter verbal morpheme shows that French operates a disambiguation between two cognitive-enunciative areas, i.e. [dubitative] and [inferential]. On the other hand, the functional competition—stronger and stronger, especially in the oral code—with the modal periphrasis shows not only a decrease in the number of such occurrences of the synthetic *fut*, but even its complete re-grammaticalization in this area of expression: the synthetic *fut* becomes per se an inductive inference marker, which no longer marks the (logical, contextual, argumentative and enunciative) relation with the referential complex *R* (see Popescu, 2016), but seems to include it intrinsically (in other words, it has assimilated it, it has grammaticalized it). All this assumption repositioned in the perspective of [evidentiality] makes us reconsider, as shown by Rossari et al. (2007), the opposition existing in
contemporary French between the synthetic FUT and the modalized periphrasis based on the dichotomy [indication of the source of information], as synthetic FUT is not unmarked from this point of view. Moreover, at a temporal level, if the relation of inference may be configured in terms of [past] – [non-past] for the periphrasis built with devoir épistémique, this relation is only done in terms of [present–future] – [rarely] [future] for the synthetic FUT form.

- the restriction of the global area of use of the synthetic FUT form is also seen in other types of occurrences (temporal-modal—jussive, deontic, etc.—or attenuative ones), which are also found in regression compared to other phases of evolution of this linguistic system (see Popescu, 2013).
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